
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdLWH3v6Jtg 

10:00  The British infected the United States’ OSS1 (Office of Strategic Services) during WWII and setup 
the bad side of the U.S. intelligence agency.  By 1947, (at the behest of Winston Churchill2’s secret 
American agent—a global oil mogul/defense industry arms producer and England’s top political puppet 
master in Washington D.C., Edwin Pauley)3 OSS had been transformed into the malignant Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA4). This was successfully executed through Pauley’s top Congressional puppet, 
Chester Holifield 5. 

10:40 – 14:00 President Trump6 became an even greater threat to the globalist cabal when he sought to 
work with Putin to set aside a military arms process which earmarked seven to eight hundred billion 
dollars annually for weapons production.  President Trump wanted to divert these weapons funds toward 
vitally needed American infrastructure enhancements. (President Franklin Roosevelt (FDR)7 and his 3rd 
Vice President, Henry Wallace8, sought to end the British Empire’s enslavement around the world.  Their 
objective was to make peace with Russia and stop a Cold War before it ever started.  Winston Churchill 
ordered England’s American agent, Edwin Pauley, to have V.P. Wallace removed from the 1944, 
Presidential ticket and substitute haberdasher, Harry S Truman.  FDR would suddenly die from an alleged 
cerebral hemorrhage (FOIA suggests the reason for a closed casket was a brain hemorrhage was caused 
by bullet to the head9). 

 

The Pilgrim Society10’s Anglo-American Intelligence Network (AAIN)  

14:00 – 31:30 

AAIN financially attacked and bankrupted the Soviet Union11 (1991).  At that point, one of the Soviet 
Union’s breakaway satellites, the affluent Ukraine would be targeted (by global elite “moochers and 
looters” as famously coined by author Ayn Rand12.  Ayn Rand warned in her epic novel, Atlas Shrugged, 
the number one goal of these global elites would be the bankruptcy of the United States.). soon after in 
preparation of completing the same task with the United States three decades later.   

 

                                                            
1 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, page 230   plus   83 other OSS references throughout working manuscript. 
2        “               “           “      page   55   plus  100 other Winston Churchill references   “         “                 “. 
3        “               “           “      page 220   plus   23 other Edwin Pauley references   “         “                 “. 
4        “               “           “      page   98   plus  153 other CIA references                          “         “           “. 
5        “               “           “      page   24   plus   64 other Chester Holifield references   “         “           “. 
6        “               “           “      page 381   plus 161 other President Trump references   “         “           “. 
7        “               “           “      page     2   plus 141 other FDR references      “         “           “. 
8        “               “           “      page 105   plus 141 other Henry Wallace references       “         “           “. 
9       “               “           “      page  486  plus    6 other hemorrhage references    “         “           “. 
10       “               “           “      page 586   plus   98 other Plymouth Society references  “         “           “. 
11       “               “           “      page   79   plus   91 other Soviet Union references           “         “           “. 
12       “               “           “      page   79   plus 540 other Rand, AR or Rosenbaum references “         “           “. 
 



31:30 – Speculative VS. Physical Investment – Going to 
the Heart of Pilgrim Society Geopolitics: 

In 1904 British political geographer, Alfred Mackinder. 
drafted a document for a geographic pivot of history and 
later, in 1919, he amended his document to confirm the 
Pilgrim Society plans involving the future 

 – Whoever controls Eastern Europe will in turn control 
the heartland of Eurasia. 

– Whoever controls Eurasia will control the “world island” of Europe, Asia and Africa. 

– Whoever controls the “world island” controls the world! (32:27) 

 

32:30 – What must the Pilgrim Society do to Continue achieve their One World Government by the 
turn of the 21st Century? 

They must use the navy…their seaports…their control of the sea to control world trade.  The Pilgrim 
Society must stop sovereign nations from negotiating by-lateral and multilateral agreements where goods 
could be brought in with transcontinental railroads…and things of the sort. 

32:55 This is why the Pilgrim Society launched World War I.  The Anglo-American family elite blood 
lines could never allow the French, German and Russians to forge an alliance. If that were to happen, and 
the Americans also joined in, it would be the end of the Pilgrim Society (33:07).   This is why WWI and 
WWII were instigated by those who had the most to lose. 

(33:17) Now it is all breaking down because of the stupidity of the Anglo-American cartel…or ruling 
class that believes they can somehow survive if they kill billions of people if their Green Policies are 
adopted and they keep “funny” money operation going (33:39).   (Note that in this Green proposal, OAC 
wants to end all international travel involving fossil fuels. This would eliminate trains, planes, cars and 
hurl civilization back to the time of sailing ships!  Note Greta handlers attempt to show the public that se 
attempts to travel on sail boats to reduce her carbon dioxide footprint.  Why?) 

Some Historical Background. 

Over the prior two or three millennia, from ancient Babylon, to Persia, to Greece, to Rome, to Venice, to 
the British Empire, to more recently, the Pilgrim Society’s Anglo‐American cartel, these ancient blood‐
lines cartels have historically ruled most of the world ruthlessly through the superiority of its navy on 
the high seas.  This ancient banking cartel has strategically seized and controlled over one hundred and 
twenty‐five critical seaports around the world over time.   

Through these central seaport hubs, Pilgrim Society’s 
Anglo‐American spies (beginning originally with their 
newspaper reporters and corporate controlled 
media) could monitor and report on all advancing 
commerce technologies which might threaten the 
cabal’s transnational business monopolies.  Unlike 
the 1980’s book, Megatrends, global elites had 



perfected the MegaWRONGS13.  Even today, should any nation dare to threaten commercial monopolies 
controlled by the cartels, the military arm of the cartel would not hesitate to destroy the offending 
nation’s infrastructure…reducing it to rubble while killing thousands if not millions of its citizens in 
retribution.   

 

34:37  The Pilgrim Society thrives on insanity.  Someone like Mike Bloomberg, a multi-billion who 
wants to shut down every coal plant on the planet.  That along with shutting down natural gas pipelines 
will kill billions of people. Cut down coal, gas, nuclear and you kill billions in cooler times (when climate 
cycles14 return us to severe cold periods in the near future.) 

 

35:60  The Pilgrim Society (prior British Empire) believes their system can only work if colonies are kept 
stupid and dependent on the mother country from both technology and financial credit. (Patriot, Dr. Jose 
Rizal15’s epic, lifelong battled with this criminal cartel, during the 19th and 20th centuries was illustrative 
microcosm of what is taking place today on a global stage. Rizal had to find a way to unite his divided 
nation to successfully break three hundred years of enslavement.  Today we must learn from Rizal’s 
example and unite as nationalist Americans if we wish to cast aside all the Tavistock16 propaganda 
programming the Pilgrim Society utilizes to keep us battling each other as oppose to uniting and casting 
them out of our country. 

There are many misconceptions concerning early American founders, John Locke Vs. Hamilton…Central 
Banking Vs. National Banking.  Harley Schlanger details the misconceptions and re-writing of American 
history here.   

 

36:52  Some of the early American manufacturers conducted intellectual thief of British patent17 property  
because England was not going to willingly give up its manufacturing secrets.  The elites recognized 
technological patents (either purchased, stolen or murdered for) is the continued source of generational 
wealth and power of time.)  

38:26  Education of students is not happening.  It is merely brainwashing (Tavistock propaganda). 
 

38:50  The U.S. Constitution18 leaves it in the hands of the voting citizens…not the Pilgrim 
Society…what is good for the general welfare of all (what President Lincoln19 described as “of, for and by 
the people”).  The Pilgrim Society has been attacking the American public for a very long time (and 
eroding our Constitution). 

                                                            
13 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, Part IV: Short Stories and Essays,  Chapter 01: Megatrends and Megawrongs, 

pages 322‐323, 
 
14 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, page 533   plus   12 other climate cycle references throughout working manuscript. 
15      “               “             “   ,  page 421   plus 282 other Rizal references                       “                “                 “. 
16      “               “             “   ,  page 424   plus   50 other Tavistock references               “                “                 “. 
17      “               “             “   ,  page 145   plus   32 other patent references                    “                “                 “. 
18      “               “             “   ,  page   58   plus 104 other Constitution  references        “                “                 “. 
19      “               “             “   ,  page 253   plus   90 other Lincoln references                    “                “                 “. 



Through Quack-economics, the Pilgrim Society promotes radical trade policies which is essentially an 
excuse to shut down manufacturing and industry here in the U.S. and use cheap labor and raw materials to 
produce it somewhere else.  It doesn’t work and the American founders rejected it.  

39:40  President Kennedy took it a step further.  He enacted a policy to spin off military projects into the 
private sector.  To fund it, JFK commissioned the printing of Treasury bills to bypass the Pilgrim 
Society’s Federal Reserve.  The Federal Reserve refused to provide credit for such an endeavor to 
advance modern technology.  This was also true of GALT20 chemical reactors. Just before JFK 
assassination, he had carved funds out of the Presidential Executive budget to fund a 7.5 megawatt GALT 
chemical reactor which was built and operated successfully in the 1960s against the protests of the 
minions of the Pilgrim Society. 

40:00  President Reagan followed up twenty years later where he wanted to achieve President Kennedy’s 
strategy of keeping the military powerful but to also spinoff technology advances to build up the private 
economy just as JFK did with NASA in the 1960s.  Reagan envisioned the Strategic Defense Initiative 
bringing breakthroughs involving lasers and plasma technologies.  President Reagan also attempted to 
break America free of the Federal Reserve and was almost assassinate in only his 69th day on the job. 
When President Harrison defied the same criminal cabal in 1841, he died of arsenic poisoning within 35 
days of his inauguration speech. Soon after President Harrison’s murder, he was rapidly followed by the 
deaths of almost his entire family, both sons and daughters. In fact, there was but one of his eight 
children, a son, who was permitted to live.  Intimidation was the covert motive behind this wholesale 
assassination of the Harrison family of “heretics” whose father had been martyred for this belief in the 
Popular Government of which the people had made him the highest representative.21 

40:34 Unfortunately, when the Pilgrim Society successfully steered the U.S. to strictly invest in weapons 
hardware to destroy nations, we have been doing this for the last eighteen years.  This becomes pure profit 
for the Pilgrim Society’s arms producers.   

There are no private industry spinoffs…no advancing of humanity into the heavens…only early graves for 
those who remain trapped on the surface of our prison planet.   

41:09 Finally, when you have a credit policy imposed by the Pilgrim Society…which has a flow of 
money into banker speculation…as oppose into physical assets—nothing into production (roads, bridges, 
etc.)  you arrive at our present crisis.  The Pilgrim Society’s solution to this crisis is to dramatically 
reduce the human population on the planet.  It is for this reason, over the centuries, this criminal cabal 
does not want humanity’s creativity and ingenuity to solve this problem through disruptive technologies 
which would also bankrupt the Pilgrim Society’s monopolies.   

As an example, Global Warming is their boogie man. The Pilgrim Society is spending billions of taxpayer 
dollars promoting global warming propaganda to justify reducing the planet population by 95%.  Since 
the U.S. citizens have one of the highest energy footprints, there is 2015 Georgetown University paper 
suggesting genocide should begin with Americans.  Once America falls, the rest of the world would be an 
easier target for selective genocide until the population is reduced from almost nine billion…down to five 
hundred million.22   

 

End of Part I  

                                                            
20      “               “             “   ,  page     2   plus 375 other GALT references                        “                “                 “. 
 
21 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, page 427 of the working manuscript. 
22 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, page 588‐591 of the working manuscript. 


